
 

 

Dear Maria, 
 
Thank you so much for inviting me to write for your book. Your project is so personal, and so 
private, and I do not even know you.  
 
If I feel I can contribute, it’s because a color diary isn’t an ordinary diary. It keeps part of its 
privacy forever, because you are the only one who can know, in any full sense, what each color 
means. At the same time, a color diary also expresses the idea of intimate meaning, and so it 
invites people to think about intimacy even if they end up thinking different thoughts. 
 
I thought I would write you about two artists who also make color diaries, and then tell you one 
little story about color. I have known one of the artists for years. The other one is like you: I have 
never met her, but I am attracted to her work in books. 
 
1. Marie Krane Bergman lives in Chicago, and was, once upon a time, a student of mine. She has 
a very unusual practice: she makes abstract paintings that seem to be monochrome abstractions, 
but are actually made of thousands of perfectly painted, perfectly shaped ovals of paint arranged 
in grids. The little ovals of paint seem to be the same color, but as you look you see they are 
really many different colors, so that the painting is yellow on one side, but slowly becomes 
slightly browner at the other side—or it’s orange on one side, and becomes gray on the other, or 
blue on one side, and becomes brown on the other. When you step up close, you see the little 
rounded rectangles of paint, and you strain to see if one is slightly browner or yellower than the 
one next to it, but often you can’t tell. Then when you step back, you see the very subtle change 
in color. 
 
These are gorgeous, hypnotic paintings, but like everything hypnotic they don’t reproduce well, 
because in a book they look like simple monochromes. May I send you to the web page to see for 
yourself? It’s www.mariekranebergman.com.  
 
So why, you may wonder, are these color diaries? Because Marie bases all her colors on the 
colors of flowers. She picks flowers from her garden, and then observes them as they slowly fade 
and dry out. As the flower gradually fades from blue or yellow to black to dust-gray, she matches 
each shade with precise mixtures of paint. The “monochrome” paintings are actually meticulous 
records of the incremental changes in color—and so each painting is also like a diary. One 
painting might record the flower’s change in April, another in May, and so on, until the flower is 
uniformly gray. 
 
Marie has a scientific system for mixing pigments, and she process is so time-consuming that she 
hires people to do the paintings. (People work for months making paintings that chronicle the 
changes in color over months.) I am sending you some of the small pieces she uses to work out 
the colors. They are like recipes or worksheets, but they are also little artworks in their own right. 
In two of them, you can see the rounded rectangles, and in a third one you can see the formulas 
for the exact colors. Marie’s paintings are records of time passing, and seasons, and they are also 
exact matches with colors in the real world, like your paintings where the color comes from Old 
Master paintings. 
 



 

 

2. Susan Eder is a photographer who has made amazing photographs of clouds—she waited so 
long, and took so many photographs, that she finally found clouds in the shape of all the letters 
of the alphabet! (You can find her on artsletters.com.) She also made photographs of the sky 
every day, around noon, for a year. She arranged the photographs into calendars. I am sending 
you June Sky Calendar. It isn’t a color diary, exactly, but of course it also is a color diary, where 
the color is just one of the things that changes. These photographs seem more infinite to me than 
Marie’s: Susan’s photographs cycle back and forth from whitish cloud to deep blue, but Marie’s 
move slowly from fresh to dead, or from color to gray. 
 
And I’m also sending you a piece of Susan’s called Nine Days, where she photographed a rose 
together with an artificial rose, for nine days. The natural rose shrivels and becomes blackish-
red. The artificial rose seems not to change. Yet I know from years of looking at Marie’s 
paintings that its color must also be changing—I just can’t see it. It’s like a diary in which every 
entry has the same words again and again. 
 
3. This is becoming a long letter, so I will end with a little story about color. I hosted a 
conference last summer called What is an Image?. Marie was there, with two of her paintings, 
and so were some experts on images. Jacqueline Lichtenstein, one of the world’s best writers on 
painting, spoke about color. She recalled the Italian distinction between color and colorito, 
which has such a long history in Italian art theory. She noted that this “can be and has been 
translated in French as couleur and coloris, but it cannot be translated in English. So if you talk 
about Italian color theory in English, using the word color, you completely miss the point. You 
have to work with the Italian concept.” In English we know about the tint or cast of a painting, 
which is a little like colorito or coloris. It’s the pictorial color, the mood or tint or cast, and it’s 
different from the actual material, the paint, the color of each pigment. 
 
Jacqueline made me think: when color works as a diary, it’s the colorito, the feel, the cast, the 
tint. Your color samples, Marie’s exact color records, Susan’s photographic samples, are all very 
exact colors, but what matters about them is how they feel, how they look, how they make me 
think of time. 
 
Good luck with your work! It’s a wonderful project. 
 
Jim 


